
The Flash Bolt is a drop-in bolt replacement for standard “AR” platform rifle. It allows any level of shooter to safely shoot a Class 1 eye 
safe  RED or IR laser for dry-fire training. There is no need to cycle the charging handle for repeated shots.

The Flash Bolt includes 4 different shooting modes (in the red laser configuration) to accommodate different training needs: 
1. Invisible Laser mode: for more professional training with Laser Ammo reactive targets. (*Red Laser Configuration only)
2. Dry fire mode: a short pulse to use on the Smokeless Range® for competition shooters.
3. Shot tracking: a long pulse for those who like to shoot on a paper target and see their point of impact.
4. Bore-sight mode: a constant on laser to align your sights or track your movement. targets (*Red Laser Configuration only)

The IR version has different pulses to allow faster or slower pulses for speed drills vs marksmanship.
The Flash Bolt is designed to fit the most popular calibers of 9mm .223 / 5.56, and 300 blackout AR platforms with no need to replace 
your trigger or sights. An optional adapter for .308 / 7.62 is available for additional purchase.
The Flash Bolt comes with a set of shims, allowing the user to adjust the “trigger” pull/reset sensitivity to their preference.
The Flash Bolt has a windage and elevation alignment screws for easy alignment of the laser to fit your specific gun and sight.
For the PCC competition shooters, the FLASH Bolt offers a lighting fast 6 shots per second. This allows the competitive shooter to use 
their 9mm PCC safely at home while saving time and money on ammunition, range fees and travel.
The Flash bolt replaces the original bolt in your AR in seconds. No modification is needed to the gun. When using the Flash Bolt, you will 
enjoy the familiar grips and sights of your gun, with the same weight and all the other customizations you made.
This product will work with all of Laser Ammo reactive targets like the i-MTTS, electronic targets like the LaserPET II and the Smokeless 
Range® Simulator.
The Flash Bolt uses a standard CR123 battery and will last for thousands of trigger pulls for non-stop training.

Available as: SKU

Flash Bolt Red / IR : FLASHBOLT / FLASHBOLT IR

Flash Bolt 308 Adapter: FLASHBOLT-ADK

Laser Ammo is the worldwide leader in laser base firearms training. With R&D in Israel, and sales office both in the USA and Europe, 
our users include military, Law Enforcement, firearms trainers, competitive and recreational shooters alike. Our product philosophy is: 
affordable, high quality products, that will allow any level of shooter to train anytime anywhere!
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